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Switzerland Trail wagon
road and railroad line. p15  
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COURTESY OF COLORADO SIERRA FIRE DEPARTMENT

A chimney fire at the
Montangna residence on Lower
Coyote Circle destroyed the
roof and top floor on Thursday
night. High Country, Colorado
Sierra, Black Hawk and Central
City fire departments all
responded. Everyone got out
safely and firefighters were able
to remove many of the family's
personal possessions as well.

In wild form, mountain
turkeys are colorful and elusive.
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Petroglyphs at McKee Springs offer intriguing clues to our past here in Colorado. p8-9
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Pictograph at Jones Hole.

Many mysteries, replete with 

intriguing clues to the past, await 

in the extreme northwestern cor-

ner of our state.

The sleepy town of Dinosaur, 

300 miles from Denver, is Colo-

rado’s gateway to Dinosaur Na-

tional Monument. The conflu-

ence of the Green and Yampa 

Rivers occurs here, in this semi-

arid sagebrush-dotted landscape, 

and has sculpted impressive 

gorges as deep as 2000 feet.

Although well-known for its 

fossil findings, alongside the riv-

ers and easily accessible by roads 

are numerous Native American 

petroglyph and pictograph sites. 

Petroglyphs are images that are 

carved, scratched, or chiseled 

into rock, usually on a desert-

varnished or patined surface; 

a pictograph is applied to rock 

with paints derived from various 

minerals and substances. Exam-

ples of these would be graphite 

for blacks, gypsum for whites, 

azurite for blues, etc. This rock 

art was to be the focus of my stay 

here.

Heading north off Hwy. 40 just 

west of Monument Headquar-

ters, the road meanders through 

ranchland to the park’s entrance. 

Major provisioning can be done 

in Craig, Colorado, or Vernal, 

Utah.

Echo Park campground, on the 

Green River set amongst giant 

cottonwood trees, is centrally 

located and provides flush toi-
lets and potable water in season. 

Another excellent, albeit more 

primitive, campground can be 

found past Mantle Cave at Wag-

on Wheel Point. One simmering 

afternoon near there, I observed 

a bat, swooping back and forth 

above the creek, consuming in-

sects in broad daylight!

Other camping is available 

throughout the park, but use cau-

tion, for after it rains, some of the 

dirt roads transform into mud-

slicks and are impassable. Both 

of the above-mentioned camping 

areas feature nearby petroglyphs. 

They can also be found at McKee 

Springs and Cub Creek in Utah.

Indian rock art here has been 

attributed to the Fremont culture 

and is estimated to be between 

800-1000 years old. Proper re-

spect needs to be paid to these 

sacred sites; and never touch the 

art, as oils from the human body 

damage them. Many of the works 

are of the “Classic Vernal” style 

characterized by anthropomorphs 

(human-like figures) with trap-

ezoidal bodies, simple append-

ages, and round, rectangular, or 

bucket-shaped heads. Some don 

necklaces, earrings, and/or elabo-

rate headwear. Geometric forms 

can also be spotted along with a 

healthy representation of fauna.

Interpretation is your own, as 

theories to meanings vary in scope 

from religious rites and practices, 

to communications, aesthetics, 

and alien encounters. One of my 

favorite “glyphs” in Dinosaur Na-

tional Monument is that of a large 

lizard chasing a small lizard pur-

suing an even smaller man. This 

panel makes me feel insignificant 
and vulnerable!

The best pictographs are located 

downstream from Jones Hole 

Fish Hatchery. The crimson fig-

ures were made from hematite 

ocher and a binder such as water 

or animal fat. At some point, an 

inconsiderate scofflaw took aim 
at this art, but fortunately missed 

his mark. Leaving now, a vulture 

picks at a long-since departed 

jackrabbit. As I pass the roll-

ing escarpments in these pristine 

canyon-carved lands, I’m left to 

ponder the intent of the artisans, 

how they lived, and what they felt 

and believed in. 
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Exploring Native American 

Pictograph at Jones Hole.

Gateway to
Dinosaur National
Monument
by David Gibson
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As the vulture

picking at a long-since departed

, some

mysteries may be better left
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We are located at the traffic circle in Nederland, and also have 16
regional offices along the front range to better serve you!

TBD E. 2nd St. Lot #3 - $89,900
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Pictograph at Jones Hole.

529 Highpoint Circle - Dory Lakes
PRICE REDUCED - $329,000

Kokopelli at Cub Creek.

Silver Spur Salon
Call for an appointment

Becky Anderle
Owner & Stylist

303.582.5750

14936  Highway 119
behind Taggerts
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 Petroglyphs in Colorado

We are located at the traffic circle in Nederland, and also have 16
regional offices along the front range to better serve you!

TBD E. 2nd St. Lot #3 - $89,900

Pictograph at Jones Hole.

529 Highpoint Circle - Dory Lakes
PRICE REDUCED - $329,000

Kokopelli at Cub Creek.

“ H A P P Y  T H A N K S G I V I N G ! ”

Eleanor Yeager

303-543-3096
nederland2000@msn.com

We are located at the traffic circle in Nederland, and also have 16
regional offices along the front range to better serve you!

Each office independently

owned and operated.

TBD E. 2nd St. Lot #3 - $89,900
Downtown neighborhood

commerical lot behind

Snyder's garage. GREAT

LOCATION !! MLS #467031

Offered by Eleanor Yeager - “Working for you”

SOLD!
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Pictograph at Jones Hole.

529 Highpoint Circle - Dory Lakes
PRICE REDUCED - $329,000

NEWLY STAINED DECKS AND EXTERIOR!!  Gorgeous

views of Mt. Thoridin. This beautiful 4 BR 3 FULL bath

home has main floor master.  Lower level walk-out is

bright with huge family room and could be great In-Law

unit. 2 car attached garage and attached shed.  Pad

with hook ups ready for hot tub.  Squeeky clean and

gorgeous-ready to move in.  MLS #433379/142376
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Kokopelli at Cub Creek.

SOLD! REDUCED!REDUCED!

“ H A P P Y  T H A N K S G I V I N G ! ”


